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Utilizing various visual and aural mediums, Anecdoche tells a story that allows the 
audience to examine modern American/global culture from a third person perspective. Each 
artistic medium adds their own voice or opinion to the story and thus further colors and clutters 
the stage. This represents the extremes of communication that humans have risen to in the 21st 
Century.  The term Anecdoche means a conversation in which everyone is talking, but nobody is 
listening.  In the same way, for much of the work, the different elements of the production aim to 
make their voice heard, while simultaneously cluttering the visual and aural performance space.  
As the music progresses, the audience is taken on a journey to escape the stasis of Anecdoche to 
achieve a status of more legitimate, wholistic connection with humanity. 
 










For Mezzo-Soprano, Tenor, Pierrot Ensemble, Small 




























n. a conversation in which everyone is talking but nobody is listening, simply overlaying disconnected words like a game of Scrabble, with each player 
borrowing bits of other anecdotes as a way to increase their own score, until we all run out of things to say.  
Utilizing various visual and aural mediums, Anecdoche tells a story that allows the audience to examine modern American/global culture from a third person 
perspective. Each artistic medium adds their own voice or opinion to the story and thus further colors and clutters the stage. This represents the extremes of 
communication that we as humans have risen to in the 21st Century.  
Anecdoche begins as a portrait of modern interaction through the use of technology. This paradigm allows us to communicate with each other almost 
limitlessly regardless of distance apart, while also permitting us to forgo direct human interaction if desired. This allows many individuals to express their own 
views with more confidence than when they discuss these things with people directly (for better or for worse). The visual aspects at the beginning travel from a 
point of absorbed interaction with technology to detachment and overwhelming reaction to what they find from people they are interacting with. This pushes 
the visual elements to realize that all the performers on stage are separated as if there are walls between them.  
From here, the second movement of the piece focuses on the walls (both figuratively and literally) that we as society have built between each other. Focus on 
loneliness, fear, paranoia, and isolationism ensues. By the end of the second portion, the visual elements decide to break through the barriers placed in front of 
them to try to legitimately connect them together.  
The third movement of the piece displays the struggle to break through the barriers. All elements show considerable resistance from society and cultural 
ideologies that want to keep modern dogmas in place. Emphasize resilience to change, and the protagonist does not triumph, but fails to connect/change.  
The fourth movement begins with the protagonist visual elements lying in defeat. There is focus on the question about whether humanity can be/deserves to be 
saved from themselves and from the cage we are held in. Deep reflection and self-doubt ensues.  
Anecdoche concludes with the realization that even though things seem grim, and society seems to be in shambles, change comes from changing oneself and 
never giving up. Persevering to be the change in the world that you want to see is what will save the world, and as more and more people realize this, perhaps 
then we can be free. There is still emphasis on the tremendous amount of work left to do, and the piece ends with an ominous warning of these issues through 
the use of a chorus in a quasi-Gregorian fashion. 
~ Josh Spaulding, April 5, 2019 
Text 
 
How soft this Prison is (1334)  
by Emily Dickinson 
 
How soft this Prison is 
How sweet these sullen bars 
No Despot but the King of Down 
Invented this repose 
 
Of Fate if this is All 
Has he no added Realm 














The Conqueror Worm (Segments)  
by Edgar Allan Poe 
 
Lo! ’t is a gala night  
   Within the lonesome latter years!    
An angel throng, bewinged, bedight  
   In veils, and drowned in tears,    
Sit in a theatre, to see  
   A play of hopes and fears,  
While the orchestra breathes fitfully    
   The music of the spheres.  
 
Mimes, in the form of God on high,    
   Mutter and mumble low,  
And hither and thither fly—  
   Mere puppets they, who come and go    
At bidding of vast formless things  
   That shift the scenery to and fro,  
Flapping from out their Condor wings  
   Invisible Wo!  
 
Out—out are the lights—out all!    
   And, over each quivering form,  
The curtain, a funeral pall,  
   Comes down with the rush of a storm,    
While the angels, all pallid and wan,    
   Uprising, unveiling, affirm  
That the play is the tragedy, “Man,”    
   And its hero, the Conqueror Worm
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Cluster w. both arms
move LH to piano strings
mute strings with LH (if possible)
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straight, very light time
cymbals only with some minimal light kick drum
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open up, half time feel
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big build release to time build again
lighten up, mostly cymbals
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Conductor will cue L
Repeat As Desired
Conductor will cue M
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Solo:  Spacious, Forlorn, Lyrical
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Bass solo, sparse open colors
keep very light time
ramp up energy bit by bit,
guitar and bass overlapping solos
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Wild, with Growing Chaos
Spiraling Out of Control
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Spacious, Void of Clear Pulse
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In car- cer- a- tion- Am I real ly- free?
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soft this Pri son- is, how sweet these sul len- bars, Oh in
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car- cer- a- tion:- Home
fBursting with Joyful AmbivalenceP182
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(Drop E string to Eb)
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Quiet, With Forward Motion
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Light colors on cymbals,
keep time light fill
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Big rock breakaway groove!
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